
10X your influence by stepping
into your most amplified level 
of leadership calling

Enter your most impactful
era of leadership 

wilnexus.com - info@wilnexus.com

12-Week Accelerator

DoorD™



We’re in a cataclysmic
business shift. Innovation and
game-changing inventions are
everywhere. And companies
need leaders who are futures-
oriented, corporate catalysts to
have real, lasting impact.

DoorD™ is a leadership
development program for top-
performers who want to 10X
personal and team growth,
cultivate modern cultures and
leadership approaches, and
fortify their ability to lead in the
Future of Work era.

DoorD is for the leader who
sees pathways invisible to
others. It's for the leader who
can compel others to follow
when they spot the opportunity. 

Curriculum includes
 
 

Accelerator Overview

Cognitive restructuring 
and neuroplasticity to spark

creative problem-solving

S-Curve Adoption curves
to learn how to innovate

The Futures movement &
how to lead as a Futurist

Assembling and leading
strengths-based teams

Hybrid professional identity
training to unlock new

ways/areas to lead

In community with global
leaders, you will...

 
Craft your progressive,

futures-oriented leadership
philosophy and approach 

Master the 4-part DoorD
methodology to always see

opportunity to innovate 

How to build unbreakable
relationships & partnerships
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CliftonStrengths individual
assessment and training 

with Gallup coach

Learn how to build strengths-
based, growth-minded teams

Spot pathways to create new
offerings, products, services,

team frameworks, etc.



Access to larger Women in
Leadership Nexus app,
featuring 16+ on-demand
leadership trainings
One private, 45-minute
DoorD coaching call
Guest speakers on LIVE
calls throughout program

Course Dates: 12 weeks,
running from July 13 to 
September 28, 2023

Commitment: Weekly training
videos released Sundays to
private cohort app (60 mins).
LIVE cohort Zooms Thursdays
(12-1 pm ET)

Who: 7-8 leaders selected 
from all over the globe

Included: 

 Enrollment
 
 

Quick Details

Facilitator Carrie Majewski
 

Majewski has worked with more
than 1,000 global leaders to fuel
their career acceleration, build

scalable businesses, and thrive in
the Future Work era. She is the
Founder/ CEO of Nexus® and

DoorD™ career ascension
framework, and VP of Growth

Strategy at SQA Group.
 

Majewski has been a featured
keynoter and speaker at the

Women|Future Conference, Bryant
Women’s Conference, Girl Scouts,

WISE Symposium & AlwaysOn
Leadership Symposium.

 

To apply to join the Summer
2023 cohort, visit:

wilnexus.com/doord
 

Enrollment period runs 
until June 23. 

 
All final cohort selections 

will be made by 
June 29, 2023

Course Tuition
 
 
 

$1,500 Early Bird
(apply by June 1, 2023)

 
$1,999 Regular

(for post June 1 applicants)
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